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(Keynote Speaker) Ekua Holmes’ work is collage
based and her subjects, made from cut and torn
papers, investigate family histories, relationship
dynamics, childhood impressions, the power of
hope, faith, and self-determination. Remembering a
Roxbury childhood of wonder and delight she
considers herself a part of a long line of Roxbury
imagemakers. Holmes is the recipient of a
Caldecott Honor, Coretta Scott King’s John Steptoe
New Talent Illustrator Award, Robert Siebert and
Horn Book awards for her illustrations in Voice of
Freedom: Fannie Lou Hamer, Spirit of the Civil
Rights Movement by Carole Boston Weatherford.
(Photograph © May 11, 2021 Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston)

Don Brown’s graphic nonfiction book, In the
Shadow of the Fallen Towers was a finalist for the
2022 YALSA Excellence in Nonfiction Award. In her
New York Times review of Drowned City, Kimberly
Willis Holt wrote: “explaining the complicated series
of events that took place during the hurricane and
in its aftermath is no easy feat, but Don Brown's
graphic nonfiction account…accomplishes the task
with strong results…This book could almost make
its point on the powerful illustrations alone…” His
new project, part of the Big Ideas That Changed
the World series, focuses on the history of
democracy and will be published in the fall of 2022.
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R. Gregory Christie is an NAACP Image award
winner and was the artist for the United Postal
Service's “Kwanzaa Stamp” in 2013. He has done
everything from designing John Coltrane album
covers to animating films on Netflix. An illustrator of
over 60 children’s books, he is a six-time Coretta
Scott King Honor recipient and received a
Caldecott Honor Award for Freedom in Congo
Square by Carole Boston Weatherford. A Kirkus
review of his most recent book, Sweet Justice by
Mara Rockliff, described his work: “Christie’s vivid
acrylic paintings propel the narrative with a fine
balance of pathos and power.”

Laura Freeman is the illustrator of over 30
children’s books, including Fancy Party Gowns by
Deborah Blumenthal and Hidden Figures written by
Margot Lee Shetterly for which she received a
Coretta Scott King Book Award. Freeman recently
illustrated Carole Boston Weatherford’s picture
book biography, The Faith of Elijah Cummings: The
North Star of Equal Justice. Publishers Weekly’s
starred review read, in part: “Freeman’s stylized,
photorealistic art, rendered digitally in a bold color
palette, emphasizes interpersonal communication
in clear vignettes, immersing readers in this
edifying survey of Cummings’s life and the events
that shaped him from childhood.”


